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Portable Rechargeable 2-in-1 COB LED 

Worklight Flashlight 

 

Everyone needs light and everyone loves his home 

and family, so Carelite was born care for you. Work 

light , craftsmanship, and art are the most 

important ingredients in our mission. Carelite Work 

light has been the most favorite partner for 

repairmen, electricians, homeowners, and garage 

with its most competitive price and premium quality 

since it was born back in 2009. We will also 

continue to do more for you. 

  

 

Product Description 

This Portable rechargeable 2-in-1 COB LED Worklight Flashlight is a mechanic flashlight, LED 

magnetic work light and LED rechargeable drop light. It has a high power COB LED that 

generates 360 lumens flood beam light and a focused beam dome spotlight of 140 lumens.  

 

Together with an anti-slip ergonomic rubber handle grip, 270 degree pivoting LED bar that 

provides versatility for lighting work surfaces, a collapsible steel hook and a strong magnet on 

the base for hand free use, this work light can meet up with all your daily use in the activities on 

car repair, camping, construction and emergency use. 

 

Each light can be dimmed (individually adjustable) to suit your need by pressing and holding 

the power ON/OFF button.The dim setting is retained until the next time you adjust it. You can 

replace or swap a spare battery easily so that the service life could be much longer than the 

regular light.  
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Specications of Carelite Inspection Work Light:  

Material  PA, TPR, Aluminum 

Li- ion battery 3.7V, 2000mAh, 7.4Wh 

Type of bulb 1 x 3W LED (Head) + 5W COB LED (Side) 

Luminance COB LED: Max 360lm; Torch spotlight: Max 140lm 

Runtime COB LED: 3Hr; Torch spotlight: 4.5Hr 

Dimming switch One switch controls 2 lighting sources and brightness 

Charging time 2Hr 

Lighting beam angle COB LED: 110°; Spotlight: 30° 

Size & Weight 150 (270 when extended) x 36 x 31mm; 157g 

Payment terms T/T, By Paypal, By Western Union. 

 

Carelite Magnet Light Feature and Application 
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Carelite Mechanic Light Details: 

 

 

 

 


